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Language variation tamed

The Principles & Parameters approach

tries to reduce language variability to a

finite list of binary options (innately pre-

defined by Universal Grammar and set

by language learners on the basis of en-

vironmental evidence), such as the one

illustrated by the following example:

il mio bel libro Italian

* mio bel libro

il libro mio

* le mon très beau livre French

mon très beau livre

* le très beau livre mon

* the my beautiful book English

my beautiful book

* ungrammatical

Three epiphenomenal properties:

1. Co-occurrence of possessives and the

article (or other determiners)

2. “Articleless” possessives

3. Postnominal possessives (in languages

that have postnominal adjectives)

They co-vary:

It Fr E

1. yes no no

2. no yes yes

3. yes no no‡

‡ no postnominal adjectives in English

They all depend on a unique abstract

difference, i.e. the categorization of pos-

sessives either as adjectives or as articles

(definite determiners):

It Fr E

± D checking poss + − −

This is parameter 48 (out of 51) in Lon-

gobardi and Guardiano (in press).

How many possible languages?

A list of n independently set parameters

gives 2n languages: 251 ' 2.25× 1015.

Partial interactions between parameters

make some languages impossible:

si =


0 if implied by s1, . . . , si−1

±1 if independently set

for a possible language s = (si)
n
i=1.

Let `in(s1, . . . , si) be the number of

valid configurations of n parameters

starting with s1, . . . , si: we aim at `0n.

In principle, recursive computation is

straightforward; in practice, it is only

feasible for “small” n (the computation

time tn grows exponentially with n).

Monte Carlo approximation

Let σ(1), . . . , σ(m) be i.i.d. random lan-

guages such that

σ
(1)
i =


0 if implied by σ

(1)
1 , . . . , σ

(1)
i−1

±1 with even odds otherwise

so that

P
{
σ(1) = s

}
= 2−‖s‖

for any valid configuration s, where ‖s‖
is the number of nonzero elements in s.

Since, given ‖s‖ = k, all valid s are

equiprobable, we approximate `0n by

ˆ̀0
n =

n∑
k=1

2kP km

where P km is the proportion of languages

with k independently set parameters in

σ(1), . . . , σ(m); the corresponding (esti-

mated) standard error is given by

SE2 =
1

m

n∑
k=1

4kP km(1− P km) +

− 1

m

n−1∑
h=1

n∑
k=h+1

2h+k+1PhmP
k
m

Results

Number of possible languages and recur-

sive computation time using the first n

parameters in Longobardi and Guardiano

(in press); t51 was extrapolated via OLS

regression (R2 = 0.999) of log tn on n.

n tn `0n
ˆ̀0
n ± SE

15 0.18 s 1570 1571± 5

20 1.6 s 12122 12066± 54

25 18 s 127184 128409± 769

30 3.4 min 1532720 1556308± 11962

51 42 days ? 25.1± 0.5× 109

Computations done in R (R Develop-

ment Core Team, 2008) on an ordinary

laptop (MacBook2,1). We let m = 106.

It took 11 minutes to compute ˆ̀0
51.

Downsizing of grammatical variation due

to partial interactions: about 1 every 106

parameter configurations is valid (corre-

sponds to a possible language).
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